
Talk to an Expert. We will help you succeed: 800-503-5444. 31

Install with Bird 
Barrier Bond, p. 23.
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Dura-Spike
Each piece = 3 ft. Each case = 34 pieces (102 ft.)

 Narrow 2 1/2” (3 ft.) BP-S200 786505
 Wide 5” (3 ft.) BP-S400 786506
 Xtra-Wide 8” (3 ft.) BP-S600 786504

Price Breaks for Bulk Quantities
Save extra money when you buy in these quantities:
Full Case (34 pcs.) 10 Cases (340 pcs.)
20 Cases (680 pcs.) 30 Cases (1,020 pcs.)

Dura-Spike Snips
easily cuts the base of the Dura-Spike.

 Dura-Spike Snips tO-DS05 

Narrow

Wide

xtra-Wide

Easy Application
Dura-Spike is an all stainless steel spike that comes in three-foot lengths for quick and 
easy application. the base can be cut easily with snips or shears. Dura-Spike bends 
easily allowing it to easily accommodate curves and irregular surfaces conforming easily 
to the building’s features.

How it Works
Pigeons and larger birds are not able to gain a foothold on the protected surface and are 
forced to take their mess elsewhere. 

How to Install
Use the spacing guides (right) to determine the best model for the application. Clean the 
surface thoroughly, Secure using Bird Barrier Bond (see page 25) or screw it down.

Warranty
Dura-Spike is warranted for ten years and should perform for many more. 

Totally Humane
the blunt tips on the ends of each spike cannot hurt birds or humans.

Space Saving Packaging
Dura-Spike stacks neatly, one row nesting neatly inside of another  
offering smaller boxes that take less room in the service vehicles.

NEW

 WhErE TO USE     ledges, parapets caps, roof  peaks, chimneys

 TArgET BirD  Pigeon and larger

 BirD PrESSUrE Medium (Do not use where birds are nesting)

 MATEriAL  Stainless Steel - 304 grade wires & base welded together

 iNSTALLATiON Base is glued or screwed to any surface

iNSTALLATiON LEVEL easy

Installation video at 
www.birdbarrier.tv

Dura-Spike tM

Dura-Spike can be snipped to accommodate 
smaller surfaces like this pillar.

The flexible base allows Dura-Spike to curve 
over the top of this sign, keeping it bird-free. 

Two rows of Dura-Spike Wide amply protect this 
wide parapet cap.


